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Abstract
Complex distribution networks are pervasive in biology. Examples include nutrient
transport in the slime mold Physarum polycephalum as well as mammalian and plant
venation. Adaptive rules are believed to guide development of these networks and lead
to a reticulate, hierarchically nested topology that is both efficient and resilient against
perturbations. However, as of yet no mechanism is known that can generate such
networks on all scales. We show how hierarchically organized reticulation can be
generated and maintained through spatially collective load fluctuations on a particular
length scale. We demonstrate that the resulting network topologies represent a trade-off
between optimizing power dissipation, construction cost, and damage robustness and
identify the Pareto-efficient front that evolution is expected to favor and select for. We
show that the typical fluctuation length scale controls the position of the networks on
the Pareto front and thus on the spectrum of venation phenotypes. We compare the
Pareto archetypes predicted by our model with examples of real leaf networks.
Author Summary
A large number of biological systems including plants, animals, and slime molds use
complex distribution networks to transport liquids or nutrients. Often, these networks
are highly redundant, containing many alternative paths between any two points. So
far, it has been an issue of debate how biology produces these redundancies. Spatially
collective flow fluctuations are a common occurrence in these systems. In this work we
show that introducing such fluctuations into general models of vein formation can
explain the observed venation patterns. We proceed to analyze the space of phenotypes
that the model predicts and demonstrate that the networks that are expected to be
selected are characterized by trade-offs between efficient transport, resilience against
damage, and material cost. Our model can interpolate the entire spectrum of resilient
efficient networks.
1 Introduction
Complex life would be inconceivable without biological fluid distribution networks such
as animal vasculature, plant xylem and phloem, the network of fungal mycelia or the
protoplasmic veins of Physarum polycephalum. These networks distribute oxygen and
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Fig 1. Reticulate hierarchical distribution networks in nature. A. The leaf veins of
Protium wannigianum show strong hierarchical ordering coupled with a large degree of
reticulation. Inside the smallest loops, nonreticulate, treelike networks are found, the
freely ending veinlets. B. Two large hierarchically branching vessels feed the
downstream venation of the murine neocortex. Where the tips of the branching vessels
meet, anastomoses are formed. C. Network model of liquid transport. Edges e of length
Le carry currents Fe. At each node i, a net current Si is drawn from the network. The
net current Si is proportional to the area ai of the tessellation unit supplied by the
node. D. A generic Pareto front in a system where two distinct objective functions are
minimized. The Pareto front (orange) is the set of points out of all possible phenotypes
(grey) for which performance can not be improved at all objectives simultaneously. For
any point not on the Pareto front, e.g., (i), a different point can be found, e.g., (ii), that
has better performance at all objectives. For a point on the Pareto front, like (iii), this
is not possible.
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nutrients, remove waste and serve as important long range biochemical communication
pathways.
Even within a single organism the spectrum of venation network phenotypes can be
vast. In mammals, there are predominantly tree-like networks such as the large veins
and arteries that service entire organs, but also highly reticulate capillaries within the
organs such as in the brain or the liver. In plants, leaf network phenotypic variability
within a single organism is large but typically the hierarchical structure and reticulation
are roughly conserved. However, even within a single family there is considerable
variation (see, e.g., Fig. 8). It is therefore natural to ask whether there might be a single,
simple developmental mechanism at play that can generate and interpolate between the
different archetypes on this phenotypic spectrum of vascular networks. With such a
mechanism, evolution would only need to select for a few parameters in order to tune
the network phenotype for its function. This question is the focal point of this work.
At least in plants, where there is a well preserved fossil record of the venation, there
is evidence for a simple and easily tunable mechanism both because of the fast
transitions between reticulate and non-reticulate patterns [1, 2], and because single gene
knockouts [3, 4] or small changes in the involved phytohormone concentrations [5] are
sufficient to bring such transitions about artificially.
In addition to investigating the mechanism of venation formation, we are interested
in quantifying and assessing the resulting network phenotypes. Since vascular function is
indispensable for the fitness of the organism, vascular networks are typically considered
to be optimized [6–10], may exhibit scaling laws (e.g., [9, 11–15]), and contribute to
overall organismal economics [16, 17]. However, the building, maintenance, and function
of networks comes at a premium. The organism has to invest energy and material to
build the network, and pay a cost to maintain it (e.g., the metabolic cost of blood cells
in animals). Then, there is the cost associated with the continuing function of the
network, most frequently measured by dissipated power during transport. How much
energy is dissipated through viscous friction and how much is needed to drive the flow
determines the network’s transport efficiency. For example, in the animal circulatory
system, this decides how strongly the heart must beat to maintain a desired flow.
In addition to cost considerations, the network has to be able to function when
damage is present, but also respond to fluctuating conditions. However, all these costs
and constraints cannot be satisfied equally by the same network. There exists a
fundamental evolutionary trade-off between efficient, non-redundant and cheap
transport and the robustness against damage conferred by a redundant network
architecture. Endowing a network with robustness requires redundancy, i.e., building
alternate routes connecting the nodes, which results in a network that is expensive to
build and maintain [18]. Similarly, a network might need to be able to function under
conditions of fluctuating load requiring modifications in the architecture that would
increase construction costs [18, 19]. Depending on the specifics of the network function,
location in the organism, and other physiological constraints, the relative importance of
each of the factors efficiency, cost, and resilience, might vary. The optimal transport
network can thus be phenotypically quite different for each organ and organism [20].
Similar trade-offs exist for the design of individual vessels [21]. In this work, however,
we focus on the network as a whole.
The concept of Pareto optimality is designed to choose the subset of phenotypes
which consists of optimal trade-offs between such objectives: The so-called Pareto front
is the subset of phenotypes none of which networks can be improved in all objectives at
the same time (see [22], and Fig 1 D). In other words, for such a “Pareto efficient”
phenotype, performance at one objective can not be increased without decreasing
performance at some other objective. Each phenotype on the Pareto front thus
represents an optimum trade-off between the objectives. One can assume that the
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phenotypes observed in nature are all found approximately on the Pareto front because
any other trade-off could be improved upon and is therefore evolutionarily selected
against, given otherwise fixed conditions.
In mathematical terms, “improving performance” of an objective means either
minimization or maximization of some objective function which maps a phenotype from
the phenotypic space to a real number. Examples of such performance functions include
the ability to digest seeds in birds [23], being a forager or a soldier in ants [23], or
efficient transport of fluids in vascular systems [18,24,25].
The Pareto front can be shown to essentially provide phenotypes which interpolate
between “functional archetypes,” e.g., the omnivore phenotype would lie in between the
archetypal herbivore and the carnivore [23]. Thus, through the realization that the
Pareto front provides a means of selecting optimal trade-offs of phenotypic performance,
one can come to the conclusion that by analyzing the archetypes, it is possible to obtain
information about which particular objectives are the biologically relevant drivers of
evolution.
Apart from this, the Pareto paradigm has amongst other things led to the discovery
of phase transitions [26] and clustering in the morphospace [27] of non-vascular complex
networks.
Here, we propose a generalized model for the development of plant and animal
venation networks and analyze the resulting phenotypes using Pareto concepts. In the
case of the venation networks found in plants and animals, different weighted topologies,
expected to be drawn from the Pareto front, are needed for each specific evolutionary
niche. Building and tuning these networks so that they acquire the desired architecture
is a complicated process several aspects of which are not sufficiently understood. Often,
in the case of animals, the positions and dimensions of the largest vessels (such as the
aorta) are genetically predetermined and fixed. However, smaller vessels are too
numerous to be efficiently genetically encoded and are believed to develop in a
self-organized fashion in both plants and animals [28–32]. In fact, the abstract
mechanisms governing self-organization of vasculature in plants and animals can be
considered equivalent [24]. In general, these mechanisms involve a process that is able
to remodel an initial mesh of veins according to the flux of blood (in animals), or cells
connected by carrier proteins according to a morphogen (in plants). If the flux is large,
vessels adapt by increasing their diameter (or transport capacity); unused connections
die out. This process has been observed directly in animals [33] and indirectly in
plants [34]. The process relies on the local value of flux and can lead to globally
optimized vascular networks when coupled to overall growth of the organism or organ in
which the veins are embedded [24].
In this work we consider vascular development in the presence of flow fluctuations.
In animals, such fluctuations are always present (e.g., [35,36]). We take into account the
fact that regions of fluctuating load are spatially correlated and have a specific extent,
or length scale. Tuning this scale along with the other model parameters leads to
diverse network phenotypes which we quantify by measuring three objectives: (a)
dissipated power during non-fluctuating operation, (b) network construction cost, and
(c) robustness against damage. We proceed to employ the Pareto front concept to
identify those network phenotypes which provide efficient trade-offs between these
objectives and which should be favored by evolution. We identify the functional
archetypes as “fragile but cheap” and “robust but expensive,” and show that the
parameter regulating spatial correlations of the fluctuations can be used to interpolate
between them. The lowest power dissipation phenotypes are surprisingly located at
medium cost and high robustness, possibly explaining why optimizing for power
dissipation alone while requiring robustness to single edge deletions [18] has been
successful in the past; high robustness and low power dissipation can be achieved
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Fig 2. Growth dynamics of vascular networks in animals. A. At first, the vessel
network is tightly meshed, creating a capillary plexus. B. As the network develops, it
grows and at the same time vascular pruning occurs. Some vessels are removed from the
mesh, others are strengthened. C. Finally, what remains is hierarchically organized,
reticulate venation.
together rather easily with adaptive methods.
The Pareto front identifies the possible phenotypic spectrum of vascular networks
and the fluctuation length scale gives a single parameter that is highly correlated with
position on the spectrum, providing natural selection with a simple mechanism which
can be easily tuned according to functional needs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the general
model of dynamical network adaptation used to describe plant and animal veins, slime
molds, and other distribution networks. In Section 3 we consider collective, correlated
fluctuations and discuss the quantitative metrics used to assess network robustness and
efficiency. In Section 4 we collect results from simulations of the augmented dynamical
model. We show that we obtain hierarchically nested loops and investigate the Pareto
front of efficient networks, analyzing the trade-offs involved and comparing the obtained
archetypes with examples of real leaf networks. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of
our results in Section 5.
2 Dynamics and adaptation of flow networks
Here, we describe a general framework capable of describing potential-driven flow of
some quantity through a network that dynamically adapts its conductivities. Each node
is taken to represent a unit of some subdivision of the underlying tissue, a basin that is
fed by that node, with edges representing the flow between them either through vessels
or via a facilitated diffusion process (see Fig. 1 C).
The current Fe through each edge e connecting adjacent units i and j is given by
Fe = Ke(pj − pi)/Le, where Ke is the dynamically adaptive conductivity, Le is the
length of the edge, and pi is the potential (e.g., blood pressure or morphogen
concentration) at unit i. In plants, proteins embedded in the plasma membrane are
responsible for transporting auxin [37,38] with facilitated diffusion constants Ke. In
animals, blood flow through vessels can be approximated by Poiseuille’s law Ke = kR
4
e
with a constant k and effective vessel radius Re [39, 40].
Let ∆ : N → E be the network’s oriented incidence matrix which maps the node
vector space N to the edge vector space E . The matrix ∆ acts as a discrete difference
operator. For each edge an arbitrary but fixed orientation is chosen (see Fig. 1 C). Then
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the components ∆e,i read:
∆e,i =

1, edge e points towards node i
−1, edge e points away from node i
0, edge e is not connected to node i.
(1)
The current vector F ∈ E with entries Fe can be derived from the potentials p ∈ N
using the formula
F = KL−1 ∆p, (2)
The conductivities and lengths are summarized in the diagonal matrices K and L.
The current balance at each node reads in vector form
∆TF = S, (3)
where S is the source (or net current) term. Equation (3) is Kirchhoff’s current law. In
plants, the source S describes the production rate of morphogen in each unit; in
animals, it represents the amount of blood perfusing one area unit. Combining
equations (2) and (3), we can solve for the steady state currents and obtain
F = KL−1∆(∆TKL−1∆)†S, (4)
where the dagger represents the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Eq. (4) can be used to
compute the currents given all other properties of the network.
2.1 Optimal transport networks
One of the most widely used optimization functionals studied to describe distribution
networks that has been applied to leaf venation, mammalian capillaries, and slime
molds is
E =
∑
e
Le
F 2e
Ke
+ λ
∑
e
LeK
γ
e . (5)
In the case of fluid flow, the first term in (5) is the total dissipated power due to viscous
friction. For diffusive processes, the “pressures” are interpreted as concentrations and
the “conductivities” are diffusion constants. After adaptation has concluded, the final
network, generated from a diffusive process, is turned into a vascular network for which
the energy functional (5) applies. In order to interpret the results of a diffusive
adaptation process in terms of (5), we therefore assume a proportionality between the
effective diffusion constants during adaptation and the final vascular conductivities.
Further, λ is either interpreted as a Lagrange multiplier, enforcing the constraint∑
e LeK
γ
e ≡ const (as in Refs. [18, 19,41]), or as a general nonlinear coupling (as in
Ref. [25]). The nonlinear term can be interpreted as a network cost, where larger vessels
(or conduits of higher conductivity) are more expensive but follow an economy of scale,
determined by the parameter γ. This term is necessary to prevent the unphysical case
of infinite conductivities which would trivially minimize the functional. In the
physiologically relevant case where γ < 1, there are many inequivalent local optima in
exact correspondence with the spanning trees of the network [42]. The case γ = 1/2 is
particularly interesting because in the case of Poiseuille flow, as it corresponds to fixing
the total vessel volume.
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2.2 Adaptation dynamics
Development of vascular networks is believed to rely on local feedback mechanisms
where increased flow through a vascular segment will result in improved conductivity of
the vessel. For instance, in plant leaves, auxin canalization, involving flow of a chemical
morphogen, is believed to guide development of the network pattern [43–45]. Beyond
development, such adaptive mechanisms allow organisms to dynamically modify the
network structure and respond to changing environmental cues. In slime molds,
adaptation to flow of nutrients leads to efficient long-range transport [46–48]. In animal
vasculature, both development and adaptation in the adult organism are controlled by a
response to vessel wall shear stress [31,39,40,49,50]. Despite the fact that the biological
details vary considerably between species, it is interesting to note that the abstract
adaptive mechanism, effectively matching vessel size to vessel flow, is common to all of
these organisms.
The dynamics of the conductivities is often modeled by an equation that derived
from the parametrized family
dKe
dt
= a
F 2βe
Kα−1e
− bKe + c, (6)
where α ≥ 1, β > 0 (e.g., [25,39,51,52]). The steady states dKe/dt = 0 minimize (5) for
γ = α/β − 1 and c = 0. In the case of animal vasculature, vessel wall shear stress
adaptation is recovered by setting β = 1, α = 3/2 (see Ref. [25]). Models for chemical
flow adaptation generally have α = 1.
Eq. (6) describes a local positive feedback process. Conductivities Ke adapt
according to a “use it or lose it” rule: they grow as controlled by the magnitude of a
when the current Fe through them is large, and they decay on a characteristic time
scale b−1 when it is small. The parameter c may be interpreted as the presence of some
growth factor such as VEGF in the case of mammalian vasculature or background
production of auxin transporting proteins in the case of plant leaves [51].
When development of the network occurs simultaneously with overall growth of the
organism, a co-moving frame equation can be adopted that incorporates the growth
effects. For simplicity, let the total area of the network grow as A(t) = ert/2A(0) with
growth rate r. Then changing into the co-moving frame that grows along with the
network leads to [24]
dK ′e
dt
= a
F ′e
2β
K ′e
α−1 − b′K ′e + e−
2rβ
α tc. (7)
where K ′e,F
′ are now meant to represent the quantities in the co-moving frame.
We see that the effect of background production is exponentially suppressed in time.
In the following, we stay in the co-moving frame and drop the primes from the variables
again.
3 Hierarchical reticulate networks
In this section, we address the problem how local adaptive rules can produce the types
of hierarchically nested reticulation seen in biology, as seen in Fig. 1 A, B.
In terms of dynamics, in animal vasculature a tightly meshed vascular plexus
appears first. The vascular plexus is subsequently pruned, removing some veins and
strengthening others, to produce a network containing hierarchical reticulation
(see [33,49,53,54] and Fig. 2).
It is well known that load fluctuates constantly in animals (e.g., in the
neocortex [35]). In plants, a recent study also favors this hypothesis during
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A B
Fig 3. Modelling collective fluctuations of the network load. A. A collective fluctuation
centered at a specific node. The load strength decays over the spatial scale σ. B. An
individual point fluctuation. The scale over which the fluctuation decays is too small to
be resolved by the tessellation, which in this case is a hexagonal grid.
development [34]. Thus, fluctuations are a very promising candidate mechanism for the
morphogenesis of reticulate venation.
Despite this, current models of fluctuations in adaptive networks are unable to
reproduce most of the diversity seen in biological systems. While they are able to
produce reticulation, it is mostly not hierarchically nested and organized (see the results
in Refs. [18, 19,25]). These models were based on the moving sink-approach where one
averages over the flows produced by choosing each individual node as the sink while
keeping the source fixed. Here, we propose that instead, collective, spatially correlated
fluctuations involving several nodes are necessary to explain hierarchical organization in
the resulting networks.
3.1 Fluctuations produce reticulation
The networks produced with the adaptation laws presented in the preceding section are
all topological trees as rigorously shown in [42,55]. We now introduce a theory of
adaptation to fluctuating sources that can produce hierarchical reticulation.
Assuming that the time scale on which fluctuations occur is much smaller than that
of adaptation, one may replace the squared currents in (7) by a fluctuation average,
F 2e → 〈F 2e 〉 =
1
N
∑
state i
(Fi)
2
e. (8)
Here, the fluctuating states Fi represent the currents for a particular set of source terms
Si and the summation performs an ensemble average for a given set of fluctuating
states. This approach has been studied in both optimization [18,19] and adaptation
models [25,56] with source terms similar to
(Si)j
Sˆ
= δj0 − (1− δj0) δji, (9)
which models flow between one node i of the network and a fixed sink (see Fig. 3 A).
Here, Sˆ is the total flow through the network, which acts as a typical scale. The
resulting network features the sought-after reticulation, but does not show significant
hierarchical ordering.
We generalize (9) to include collectively produced fluctuations, implemented as
(Si)j
Sˆ
= δj0 − (1− δj0) f
( |xj − xi|
σ
)
, (10)
where xi is the position of node i, σ is the scale over which the source strength varies,
and
∑
j(Si)j = 0, i.e., the total in or outflux at the source is normalized to 1 (see
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Fig. 3 B). In the rest of this paper we consider Gaussian distributed sources
(f(x) ∼ e−x2/2). Other spatial distributions such as exponential (f(x) ∼ e−x) and
randomized are relegated to the Supplement S1 Appendix, where we show that an
exponential distribution produces results comparable to Gaussian, and that a
randomized distribution (i.e., where there is no spatial correlation) does not reproduce
realistic types of network. Gaussian collective fluctuations appear to reproduce well the
hierarchical structure seen in real plants and animals for a certain range of the scale σ.
3.2 Quantifying network traits
In order to quantify the network phenotypes, we consider the following three basic
network traits: the power dissipation, cost and a percolation penalty.
First, as a measure of network efficiency, we consider the operating cost of the
network quantified by the power dissipation calculated under non-fluctuating conditions,
E =
∑
e
Le
F 2e
Ke
, (11)
where the flows are computed for a single source and uniform sinks. The rationale here
is that during nominal operation, fluctuations are expected to be small, with large
fluctuations to be expected during development.
The network cost
C =
∑
e
LeK
γ
e , (12)
measures the amount of material investment that goes into constructing the network.
This should be minimized by any organism that efficiently uses its resources.
Because E neglects effects arising from reticulation, we additionally consider the
percolation penalty Aˆ as a measure of network robustness. The percolation penalty
quantifies the cost of losing part of the network to damage. A reasonable penalty
function is the expected fraction of perfused area lost upon removing an edge,
Aˆ =
1
Ne
∑
e
Ae
Atot
, (13)
where Ae is the area of the network that becomes disconnected from the source upon
removal of edge e, Atot is the total area of the network, and Ne is the number of edges.
Optimal resilient networks that are not constrained to remain fully percolated at all
times must minimize the cost (12), the power dissipation (5) and the area penalty (13).
It should be noted that observations of real networks, e.g., in leaves, reveal that
many treelike components exist and are important for transport [57], and therefore they
are likely biologically required. This means that although the area penalty is minimized,
it is not expected to be perfectly equal to zero.
4 Results
We solve the non-dimensionalized dynamical adaptation equation (7), which reads
dK˜e
dt˜
= 〈F˜ 2e 〉β − K˜e + κ e−t˜/ρ. (14)
In this equation we have set α = 1 for simplicity. Other values of α lead to qualitatively
similar results. The dimensionless control parameters are the dimensionless growth
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Fig 4. Hierarchically nested reticulation in steady state networks with collective,
correlated fluctuations. We show networks obtained from simulations on a disordered
tessellation with one source at the center. The dimensionless growth parameters were
κ = 1.0, ρ = 10. The collective fluctuations were Gaussian. A. If the correlation length
is small compared to the edge length, there is little hierarchical ordering. B.
Hierarchical ordering appears as σ becomes comparable to the mean edge length. At
the same time, loopiness decreases. C. Hierarchical ordering increases further, and more
loops are lost. D. As σ becomes significantly greater than the mean edge length, the
network is for the most part tree-like and only the thickest anastomoses remain. The
parameter σ is measured in units of the average node distance.
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Fig 5. Network phenotypic traits as a function of the correlation length scale σ.
Results for three values of ρ and fixed κ = 0.1 are shown. Biologically relevant
phenotypic traits include A. the network cost
∑
e LeK
γ
e , B. the baseline dissipated
power E without fluctuations, C. the percolation penalty. Network cost decreases with
increasing correlation length. The baseline power dissipation shows a shallow minimum
close to σ = 1. Percolation penalty increases with the fluctuation scale because the
networks increasingly become topological trees. The observed discontinuous jumps are
due to the sudden appearance of single bridges in the graph whose removal disconnects
a large part.
strength κ = (c/a)(Fˆ /Sˆ)2β and the growth timescale ρ = b/r. Here, the hatted
quantities are typical scales for the current and source (see the Supplement S1
Appendix for a detailed derivation). The dimensionless source length scale σ is
measured in units of the mean edge length. We further fix the nonlinearity at β = 2/3,
which corresponds to γ = 1/2. This value was chosen so as to correspond to a total
network volume constraint in Eq. (12). All networks start from the same disordered
mesh with 445 nodes and 1255 edges. The conductivities are initialized with random
numbers between 0 and 1.
We consider collective flow fluctuations that are Gaussian with a scale parameter σ
that is measured in units of the mean edge length Lˆ at the start of the dynamics.
Results for exponential and randomly distributed sources are shown in the
Supplement S1 Appendix. Results for exponential sources do not differ significantly
from Gaussian sources. The generic dynamics of Eq. (14) has been described in [24] and
is characterized by two phases. First, the background production term dominates and
produces a homogeneous network. Then, as background production becomes
increasingly suppressed due to the exponential decay term, vascular adaptation takes
over, generating veins in a hierarchical fashion: thick, main veins first, successively
thinner veins later.
Because fluctuating sources are included in this model, the steady state network
produced will be topologically non-trivial and feature reticulation instead of being a
topological tree. Previous work has investigated optimization models with fluctuating
sources [18,19], but they were unable to reproduce hierarchical organization.
In the following we show that correlations in the fluctuations can produce
hierarchically nested loops similar to those found in leaves and animal vasculature. In
order to mimic the disorder found in biological networks we investigate an irregular
Voronoi tessellation with a single source located at the center, and collective fluctuating
states as sinks according to Eq. (10). A source on the boundary, as in leaves, along with
random, non-correlated fluctuations are investigated in detail in the Supplement S1
Appendix, and some steady state networks are shown for comparison purposes here in
Fig. 7. We note that random fluctuations produce much less hierarchy. In order to gain
an insight into the phenotypic space that is attainable with the model and the
associated Pareto front of efficient networks, we scan an extended portion of the
parameter space given by ρ, κ, σ.
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Fig 6. Geometry of the Pareto front of adaptive distribution networks. We plot the
phenotypic space of networks obtained from parameter values ρ ∈ {1, 10, 100},
κ ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01}, σ ∈ [0.1, 5], γ = 0.5 as an example of the phenotypic space that can
be reproduced using the model. We calculate the Pareto front for simultaneous
minimization of power dissipation, network cost, and percolation penalty. A–C. The
whole data set is plotted in 2d slices where the colors indicate the value of the
correlation length σ and the Pareto front is in red. D. 2d embedding of the Pareto front
using multidimensional scaling [58], which reduces dimensionality while preserving
distance between any two points (arbitrary axes). The geometry of the Pareto front is a
one-dimensional line, parametrized by σ. The “functional archetypes” are located at the
endpoints, see also Fig. 7. E,F. The Pareto front in the same multidimensional scaling
variables as in (d), but colored by the parameter values for κ and ρ. We see that unlike
σ, these can not be used to parametrize the Pareto front.
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Fig 7. The great variety of network phenotypes that can be produced with a locally
adaptive fluctuating load model. All examples lie approximately equally spaced on the
Pareto front of efficient networks, thus representing different trade-offs between baseline
power dissipation, cost, and damage robustness. The number of loops and thus damage
robustness increases to the right. The Pareto front corresponds to the whole spectrum
of reticulate networks, from highly hierarchical, fragile but cheap to highly robust,
expensive networks. A–E. The source is at the center. F–J. The source is at the left
side.
The visual appearance of several phenotypes is shown in Fig. 4, where we keep the
growth parameters fixed and scan the correlation scale σ. It can be seen that a short
correlation scale σ < 0.8 (corresponding to a moving single sink) leads to highly
reticulate, completely percolated but non-hierarchical network structure. Increasing the
correlation scale above the average edge length leads to a gradual loss of percolation but
increase in hierarchical organization. Networks with a realistic degree of hierarchical
organization appear around σ = 1.0.
To quantify the network phenotypic traits we use the power dissipation, the network
cost, and the percolation penalty (see Section 3.2). We show the dependence of the
various phenotypes on the length scale σ in Fig. 5. Damage robustness and cost appear
to vary together after a certain threshold correlation scale.
For an organism, low cost, efficiency and robustness are all important but competing
requirements, so that we expect that nature strikes a trade-off in the development of
vascular networks. From the point of view of optimization, this means that no single
optimal network exists, but instead there is a continuous Pareto front of equivalent
networks which interpolates between the relevant traits.
We show the entire phenotypic space and the Pareto front in Fig. 6. Strikingly, the
Pareto front is geometrically one-dimensional (consistent with the general predictions on
Pareto optimality in biology in [23]), with functional archetypes located at the
endpoints of the line, and parametrized by the correlation length scale σ. The
archetypes correspond to completely non-reticulate, cheap networks and highly
reticulate, highly robust, expensive networks (see also Figs. 5, 6). The most efficient
networks in terms of power dissipation produced by the adaptive algorithm appear to lie
at a medium cost (Fig. 6 C) and comparatively high robustness (Fig. 6 A).
Finally, we highlight the extreme variety of network topologies or phenotypes that
can be reproduced using our model, see Fig. 7. The interplay between growth
parameters, correlation length scale, and boundary conditions leads to a plethora of
highly dissimilar networks. Still, many of them resemble real organisms such as dicot
and fern leaves, or the vasculature of the retina or brain. To demonstrate the archetypes
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A B
C D
2mm
Fig 8. Examples of dicot leaf networks from the database used in [20] that exhibit
features of the Pareto archetypes (all panels are shown on the same scale). Original
scans of cleared and stained leaves were digitally desaturated and contrast enhanced to
make the venation network more apparent. A, B (Protium subserratum, Protium
trifoliolatum) show many small freely ending veinlets that are non-reticulate topological
trees similar to the “fragile but cheap” archetype. C, D (Parkia pendula, Schizolobium
amazonicum) show almost no freely-ending veinlets and are highly reticulate similar to
the “robust but expensive” archetype.
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in real biological systems, we compare the identified archetypes with leaf images from
the database used in [20]. In Fig. 8 we show leaves with a very large number of freely
ending veinlets, corresponding to the “cheap but fragile” archetype, and highly
reticulate ones with barely any freely ending veinlets, corresponding to the “robust but
expensive archetype.” The majority of the samples in the database fall close to the
intermediate, partially hierarchic-partially reticulate archetype. It needs to be noted
that there are several samples that deviate from the phenotypic spectrum described in
this work, pointing towards additional developmental constraints or functional
considerations.
5 Discussion
We have presented a model of adaptive distribution network with collective, spatially
correlated load fluctuations. This model is able to reproduce for the first time a large
number of weighted network topologies that can be found in biological organisms such
as dicot and fern leaves, and animal vasculature. Spatial correlation and fluctuations
had been observed both in animals and plants before, and are likely the simplest
possible explanation for reticulation in adaptive networks, because no additional
chemical morphogens or fine tuned source dynamics are required to develop the
spectrum of observed morphologies.
The model is able to produce hierarchically organized, reticulate venation patterns
by tuning a correlation length parameter. This parameter is able to interpolate between
the entire spectrum of hierarchical networks that are typically found on different scales
of an organism (e.g., in leaf venation). In the main paper, we analyzed a Gaussian
model and in the Supplement S1 Appendix we showed that an exponential model
produces comparable results whereas a non-correlated, random model does not,
demonstrating that spatial collectivity may be necessary for hierarchical organization.
We showed that realistic networks tend to be produced when the correlation length
scale is on the order of the typical vessel length in the network.
We performed an analysis of network efficiency and robustness and identified
dissipated power, network cost, and a penalty for not remaining percolated in the event
of damage as possible relevant observables. Because nature faces a multi-objective
optimization problem, one expects a continuum of optimal states given by the Pareto
frontier. Thus, we identified the primary trade-offs that networks must consider: low
cost versus high efficiency versus damage robustness. We showed that the Pareto front
of the states produced by the developmental model is one-dimensional, with functional
archetypes corresponding to non-reticulate, non-robust, cheap networks, and highly
reticulate, robust but expensive networks. Surprisingly, the most highly optimized
networks in terms of power dissipation fall in a region of medium cost and by visual
inspection, are a prime candidate for the most “natural” phenotypes.
We compared the numerical results with real leaf networks and found examples close
to either Pareto archetype.
Thus, we proposed a simple, easily tunable mechanism that is able to produce an
entire spectrum of phenotypic variation in vascular networks. Out of the three control
parameters, the growth strength, growth timescale and fluctuation timescale, only the
latter is highly correlated to the position on the Pareto front and thus to the position on
the spectrum of vascular networks. This likely allows natural selection to more easily
adjust for a given needed functionality.
In conclusion, our work for the first time provides a parametrization of the
phenotypic space of adaptive distribution networks, identifies the relevant trade-offs for
network efficiency, and proposes correlated fluctuations as the most promising
mechanism by which hierarchically optimized networks can emerge in nature without
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genetic pre-encoding of the topology. Thus, we provide new insights for the
experimental study of adaptive distribution networks in plants and animals, and in
particular in the case of plant leaves where the precise dynamics of venation
development has not been elucidated so far.
Supporting Information
S1 Appendix. Supplemental Material. Contains the explicit
nondimensionalization of the model used in the paper as well as further results for
different lattices and boundary conditions.
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